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Abstract—The number of malicious applications, sometimes known as malapps, in Android smartphones has increased significantly in recent years. Malapp writers abuse repackaging techniques to rebuild applications with code changes. Existing anti-malware applications do not successfully detect or defend against the repackaged malapps due to numerous variants. Software-based attestation approaches widely used in a resource-constrained environment have been developed to detect code changes of software with low resource consumption. In this paper, we propose a novel software-based attestation approach, called MysteryChecker, leveraging an unpredictable attestation algorithm. For its unpredictable attestation, MysteryChecker applies the concept of code obfuscation, which changes the syntax in order to avoid code analysis by adversaries. More precisely, unpredictable attestation is achieved by chaining randomly selected crypto functions. A verifier sends a randomly generated attestation module, and the target application must reply with a correct response using the attestation module. Also, the target application periodically receives a new module that contains a different attestation algorithm. Thus, even if the attacker analyzes the attestation module, the target application replaces the existing attestation module with a new one and the analysis done by the attacker becomes invalid. Experimental results show that MysteryChecker is completely able to detect known and unknown variants of repackaged malapps, while existing anti-malware applications only partially detect the variants.

Index Terms—Smartphone Security, Repackaged Application Detection, Software-based Attestation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The popularity and demand for smartphones are increasing rapidly. However, the number of mobile malicious applications, called malapps [2], is also increasing because of the popularity of smartphones and the attractive characteristic that they contain users’ private information. Malapps pose a threat in that they are able to steal users’ private information from compromised smartphones. A security report from NQ mobile Inc. [10] in 2013 stated that around 32.8 million Android smartphones were infected with malapps.

Numerous methods for detecting malapps have been proposed, and they can be categorized into two approaches: the signature-based and the behavior-based. The signature-based detection identifies malapps by characteristic vestiges such as permissions and certificates [8], [11]. However, polymorphic and metamorphic techniques give a chance to malapps to evade the detection by generating the large number of variants. The behavior-based detection identifies malapps according to predefined malicious activities [4], [5]. Since this approach monitors all the activities generated by many different applications, it requires more computational power than the signature-based approach.

Most significant problem of the phenomenon of malapps is the repackaged malapps. Since, there are many application source analysis tools available on the Internet. Users can extract the source code of many Android applications. Consequently, attackers are easily able to rebuild benign applications into malapps, called repackaged malapps, based on legitimate applications. Many malapps have been built using repackaging techniques [10]. The repackaged apps create security threats such as billing attacks and unauthorized access to sensitive personal data (banking certificates, PIN numbers, etc). Moreover, in the case of applications such as banking applications that deal with sensitive personal data, malapps can retrieve account information, authentication certificates, account numbers, and even PIN numbers from users [18]. For securing smartphone applications, detecting the modification of an application by repackaging is a compelling issue.

A software-based attestation scheme for detecting malware has been used in resource-constrained environments such as embedded devices [14], [15], sensor networks [13], and mobile devices [6] by using lightweight operations. Attestation is an effective technique to detect widely deployed and variously manipulated codes when a verifier knows the valid code. By detecting the manipulated apps without heavy monitoring and tons of signatures, the software-based attestation effectively overcomes the limitations of previous approaches on responding huge number of repackaged malapps. But legacy attestation schemes are not fully suitable in terms of secrecy. In challenge-response attestation, which is widely used in software-based attestation, when the verifier sends a challenge to the target device, the target runs a built-in attestation algorithm (usually, a crypto functions) and returns the hashed output as a response [14]. However, an attacker can manipulate communication pairs through a man-in-the-middle attack. If
attackers intercept a challenge value at challenge step, they can generate correct response for deceiving the verifier by analysing the built-in attestation algorithm. One-way attestation, which can prevent man-in-the-middle attacks, periodically sends a response without receiving a challenge [17]. However, it also utilizes a built-in attestation algorithm, which attackers can analyze and exploit through reverse engineering.

Considering all these factors, a viable repackaged malapp detection scheme should meet three requirements: 1) malapp variants are detected 2) attestation algorithm secrecy and 3) low resource consumption. Since malapp variants can be easily produced by repackaging, a proposed approach should detect known/unknown malapp variants. The secrecy of an attestation algorithm prevents attackers from analyzing the algorithm; attackers cannot infer correct responses. In addition, low resource consumption in terms of storage usage and computation time is necessary considering the resource-constrained environment.

In this paper, we propose a viable repackaged malapp detection scheme, called MysteryChecker, which uses an unpredictable attestation algorithm. A verifier provided by an application provider (it can be a any organization which manages applications which use users’ private information), generates an attestation module that includes randomly selected crypto functions, such as crypto hash functions. Then, the target application, an application containing modules/functions that checks the integrity of the application itself, receives the attestation module instead of a challenge. The verifier builds a new attestation module which use a different attestation algorithm and different hash function each time, whereas existing approaches have fixed, built-in attestation algorithms. Although attackers can analyze the attestation module in the target application, the target application replaces the existing attestation module each time with a new one; the attacker’s analysis thus becomes invalid.

MysteryChecker has three phases: 1) attestation module generation 2) bootstrapping attestation and 3) on-demand attestation. A verifier randomly generates an attestation algorithm in the first phase. When a user installs and launches the target application, the second phase, the user can check the integrity of the application. In the third phase, the target application exchanges attestation modules and responses whenever a critical process is in progress. MysteryChecker is focused on protecting games and banking applications, checking critical processes such as money transfer.

In our experiments, MysteryChecker successfully detects all the known and unknown variants of repackaged malapps, whereas 7 out of 10 off-the-shelf anti-malware applications were not able to detect the known variants, and none of the anti-malware applications detects unknown malapp variants. Furthermore, the attestation processes of MysteryChecker takes 0.383 sec, therefore MysteryChecker does not interfere useability, in a Samsung Galaxy S4.

Our main contribution is the design of an unpredictable software-based attestation approach that detects repackaged malapps in smartphones and satisfies the three stated requirements (malapp variants detection, attestation algorithm secrecy, and low resource consumption).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we examine an application repackaging and software-based attestation scheme and discuss the problem definition. In Section III, we describe MysteryChecker’s framework. In Section IV and V, we evaluate and analyze MysteryChecker. We introduce more related papers in Section VI. We present our conclusions in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

Most malapps in Android smartphones are generated by the repackaging technique [10]. The existing signature-based malware detecting methods can not detect variant malapps, since attackers can easily change the signature of apps by the repackaging technique. The behavior-based detecting methods can recognize repackaged malapps, but existing behavior-based methods are not suitable for the Android smartphones because the smartphones are usually a resource-constrained environment and the methods requires high computational power. To secure Android environment, detecting repackaged malapps is a compelling issue, so we suggest to detect known and unknown variants of repackaged malapps by a software-based attestation method. However, existing software-based attestations such as Challenge-response and One-way attestation have significant weaknesses. Consequently, we propose a new software-based attestation method.

- **Application Repackaging**: The code of Android applications can be easily extracted using repackaging tools such as Apktool. Application writers can insert code into existing applications, rebuild them as new or updated applications, and distribute repackaged applications through the Google Play store or third-party markets. Arise from this, attacker used to apply repackaging technique to insert malicious code to popular applications. While repackaged malapps operate like legitimate applications in the foreground, they attempt malicious behaviors, such as accessing contacts and sending spam messages in the background. The signature-based methods must have an application of the malware to detect the malware, so it is very hard to discover unknown malapps. Furthermore, an attacker can easily change the signature of malapps by repackaging technique. As a result, the signature-based methods are hard to detect variant malapps.

- **Software-based Attestation**: An attestation approach serves to confirm the integrity of a target device. It checks whether the target’s memory has changed. We introduce two types of the software-based attestation approach, which are cheap and easily applicable [15], that motivated our work. The first is **challenge-response attestation**. The verifier transmits a challenge to a target and requests a response. Then, the target produces a unique output and returns it as a response to the verifier. The verifier compares the response with the expected result. The response is changed according to the challenge. Although challenge-response attestation prevents replay attacks, it is still susceptible to network attacks such as Man-In-The-Middle attack. Another approach is **one-way attestation**. This was designed to prevent network attacks.
The target sends a response without receiving a challenge from the verifier, using its built-in algorithm which is shared with the verifier. Nevertheless, since the attestation module is located in the target device, attackers can analyze the module by reverse engineering and infer proper responses.

- **Resource-constrained environment**: A mobile smartphone is a resource-constrained environment. The smartphone has a limited battery and its computation power is lower than a traditional desktop-computing environment. Therefore, lightweight execution is very important in terms of practicality. But, existing malware detection methods, especially the dynamic detection method, are too heavy to operate on a mobile environment.

The main weaknesses of existing anti-malware and attestation solutions are the lack of ability to detect variants which generated by applying repackaging technique, and high storage and compute resource consumption. A viable approach to successfully detecting repackaged malapps should meet next three requirements:

- **Malapp variants detection**: An attestation approach should detect not only known, but also unknown variants of malapps. The approach requires an ability to identify changes in application code.

- **Attestation algorithm secrecy**: Attackers should not be able to infer correct responses by analyzing the attestation algorithm. If it is possible to infer the correct response, malapps can easily evade detection even though the method can detect code changes.

- **Low resource consumption**: An attestation approach should use low resources because smartphones are resource-constrained. In particular, storage usage and computational time which can reduce the usability of an application, are sensitive resources for users.

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the design of a viable attestation approach that satisfies the above three requirements.

III. MYSTERYCHECKER DESCRIPTION

In this section, we first describe the design principles of MysteryChecker. Then, we give a brief overview of the MysteryChecker and describe each phase of MysteryChecker in detail.

A. Design Principles

We established three design principles to satisfy the three requirements as mentioned in Section II.

- **Application digest**: The attestation module in MysteryChecker computes the hashed output, called the app digest, of the target application binary by a crypto functions (e.g., SHA-1). Therefore, it detects any changes of the application code.

- **Non built-in and random attestation algorithm**: The target application does not contain the attestation module. While running, target application receives a new random attestation module from the verifier each time. Certainly, attackers can intercept and analyze the attestation algorithm after the target application downloads the attestation module. However, the module has already sent the app digest as a response before the attackers complete their analysis, and the analysis becomes immediately invalid since the attackers cannot predict the next algorithm. For this reason, attackers can not replay a response packet from a different device or a previous response.

**Detection with simple operations.** MysteryChecker utilizes a crypto functions only; it does not require storage for signatures and operations for scanning signatures. Thus, MysteryChecker can reduce the storage usage and operation.

Fig. 1. Overview of MysteryChecker: A verifier includes an attestation module generator, which builds a random attestation algorithm. The target application receives the attestation module from the verifier.

B. Overview

Here, we briefly describe the operation of MysteryChecker. MysteryChecker consists of three phases: 1) attestation module generation 2) bootstrapping attestation and 3) on-demand attestation. In the following, we explain the core operation of each phase, as shown in Figure 1.

1) **Attestation module generation**: An attestation module verifies the target application. The attestation module generator, which is a component of the verifier, randomly generates an attestation module by using unique information of the target application. The APK file and hash value of the target application, or the Android keystore can become unique information. The generator randomly selects an information and build a transform function chain for the attestation module. The transform function chain is a stack or sequence of transform functions such as string reordering, random string attaching and hashing by several possible hash algorithms. The order of the functions in chain and the size of execution round are also random. The module generator convert transform function chain to attestation module. After generating the attestation module, the verifier generates a key by using the generated attestation module with an original, clean room version of the target application and keeps the key for attestation.

2) **Bootstrapping attestation**: When a user installs or launches an application which implements MysteryChecker, it detects repackaged applications. (1)First, user downloads and installs a target application. (2)
When user launch the target application, (3) the target application attempts to access the verifier for the first time. At this point, the target application sends application information to the verifier such as the version of the application. (4) The verifier transmits the attestation module to the target application. (6-1) The target application executes the attestation module and shows a key to the user. (7-1) After the user inputs the response value to the website for two way authentication, (9-1) the user can obtain its integrity according to the result received from the verifier.

3) **On-demand attestation**: MysteryChecker checks the integrity of an application whenever the user tries to access a server that requires private information. Whenever the target application accesses the verifier (3), the verifier transmits a different attestation module to the target application (4). Then, (5-2) the target application executes the attestation module and returns corresponding response to the verifier. (6-2) If the response is correct, the verifier replies Pass. If not, the verifier replies Fail.

MysteryChecker provides secure attestation through unpredictable algorithms. MysteryChecker builds a sufficiently large number of attestation algorithms to prevent predicting the attestation algorithm. Moreover, when an attacker analyzes an attestation module, MysteryChecker keeps its secret by replacing the existing attestation module with a new one that contains a different algorithm.

### C. Phase 1: Attestation Module Generation

In phase 1, The verifier generates an attestation module for target application which wants to get attestation and also generates the key $K_v$ which is used for attestation in Phase 2. When a user installs a target application which is implemented with built-in MysteryChecker, built-in MysteryChecker sends information of target application’s name and version to a verifier. After the verifier receives the information from the target application, the verifier starts to build attestation module. First, the verifier randomly select one information of the target application such as a hash result of application binary, secure key and list of files in application. This information selection step leads increment of variety of attestation module and it makes hard to attackers to guess a right input parameter of the attestation module. Therefore, the verifier must have original APK file and the version information of target application. After selecting information, the verifier build a transform function chain $T$ which converts the selected information to $K_v$. $T$ is a chain of transform functions which consist of string reordering functions $R$, random string attaching functions $A$ and hash functions $H_a$ using several different crypto hash algorithms. $R$ convert the string into a random reorder. For example, string ‘ABCD’ converts to ‘DCBA’ after reordering. $A$ attach a random string such as ‘012X’ to the input string ‘DCBA’, so then the output string is ‘DCBA012X’. $H_a$ makes hash value of the input string with a random hash function $a$. MD5, SHA-1 and whirlpool can be used as $a$.

![Fig. 2. Phase 1: Attestation module generator in a verifier, which builds attestation modules that produce varying results.](image)

![Fig. 3. Transforming process selects functions to generate attestation module.](image)

**Algorithm 1** Attestation module generation  
**Input:** Unique information of target application  
**Output:** $\text{attestation\_module}$;  
1: $I \leftarrow \text{RandomInfoSelector}(\text{AppVersion}, \text{AppName})$;  
2: \hspace{1em} // Select information from an application  
3: $\text{function\_chain} \leftarrow \{\}$  
4: $\text{execution\_round} \leftarrow \text{random}();$  
5: \hspace{1em} while $\text{execution\_round}$ do  
6: \hspace{2em} $\text{execution} \leftarrow \text{randomFuncSelector}();$  
7: \hspace{2em} if $\text{execution}$ is stringReorder then  
8: \hspace{3em} $\text{function\_chain}.\text{add}(R);$  
9: \hspace{2em} else  
10: \hspace{3em} if $\text{execution}$ is randomStringAttach then  
11: \hspace{4em} $\text{function\_chain}.\text{add}(A);$  
12: \hspace{3em} else  
13: \hspace{4em} if $\text{execution}$ is hash then  
14: \hspace{5em} $a \leftarrow \text{randomHashAlgorithmSelector}();$  
15: \hspace{4em} $\text{function\_chain}.\text{add}(H_a);$  
16: \hspace{5em} end if  
17: \hspace{4em} end if  
18: \hspace{3em} end if  
19: \hspace{2em} end while  
20: $\text{attestation\_module} \leftarrow \text{convert}(\text{function\_chain});$
transforming function. As $E$ increases, the module generator randomly selects one of the transform functions and stacks the function into $T$. At the end of $E$, the module generator converts the transform function chain to the new attestation module. Algorithm 1 shows the whole process to generate an attestation module. Before transmitting the attestation module to the target application, the module is used for generating $K_v$. The verifier executes the module with the original version of target application. The executed module generate $K_v$, and the verifier keeps $K_v$ for attestation at Phase 2. Finally, the verifier sends the attestation module to the target application.

Algorithm 1 shows the whole process to generate an attestation module. Before transmitting the attestation module to the target application, the module is used for generating $K_v$. The verifier executes the module with the original version of target application. The executed module generate $K_v$, and the verifier keeps $K_v$ for attestation at Phase 2. Finally, the verifier sends the attestation module to the target application.

E. Phase 3: On-demand Attestation

Figure 5 shows the attestation operation after bootstrapping. There are two attestation methods for on-demand attestation. The first is to attempt the attestation from the verifier periodically. Another is an attempt from the target application when the target application or user does any critical process, such as fund transfer in a banking app. In our work, whenever the target application tries to access the server, the attestation operation is run. The verifier transmits the attestation module to the target application. The target application executes the attestation module and replies to the verifier. The verifier decides Pass or Fail, depending on whether the expected value coincides with the result from the target application. At Phase 3, the verifier also checks $\Delta t$, and if it is too large, the attestation will fail.

IV. Evaluation

We evaluated the effectiveness of MysteryChecker in terms of repackaged malapp detection and resource consumption. We also estimated diversity of generable modules. For an experiment environment, we used Samsung GALAXY S2 and S4 for android device and use WIFI. We added built-in MysteryChecker to the sample application which is distributed by Google for experiment. We also repackaged the sample application according to scenarios of repackaged malapp detection below to make malicious samples.

A. Repackaged Malapp Detection

We compared MysteryChecker with off-the-shelf anti-malware applications to confirm that MysteryChecker detects repackaged malapps correctly. In our experiments, we used three scenarios, which can cover sufficient types of transformation schemes based on [12], as follows: 1) false-positive diagnosis 2) variants detection and 3) unknown malicious detection. Tested off-the-shelf anti-malware applications are selected from “Detailed Test Reports” published in AV-TEST [1].

Figure 5. After Phase 2, MysteryChecker exchanges messages whenever a critical process is in a progress.

Fig. 5. After Phase 2, MysteryChecker exchanges messages whenever a critical process is in a progress.

E. Phase 3: On-demand Attestation

Figure 5 shows the attestation operation after bootstrapping. There are two attestation methods for on-demand attestation. The first is to attempt the attestation from the verifier periodically. Another is an attempt from the target application when the target application or user does any critical process, such as fund transfer in a banking app. In our work, whenever the target application tries to access the server, the attestation operation is run. The verifier transmits the attestation module to the target application. The target application executes the attestation module and replies to the verifier. The verifier decides Pass or Fail, depending on whether the expected value coincides with the result from the target application. At Phase 3, the verifier also checks $\Delta t$, and if it is too large, the attestation will fail.

IV. Evaluation

We evaluated the effectiveness of MysteryChecker in terms of repackaged malapp detection and resource consumption. We also estimated diversity of generable modules. For an experiment environment, we used Samsung GALAXY S2 and S4 for android device and use WIFI. We added built-in MysteryChecker to the sample application which is distributed by Google for experiment. We also repackaged the sample application according to scenarios of repackaged malapp detection below to make malicious samples.

A. Repackaged Malapp Detection

We compared MysteryChecker with off-the-shelf anti-malware applications to confirm that MysteryChecker detects repackaged malapps correctly. In our experiments, we used three scenarios, which can cover sufficient types of transformation schemes based on [12], as follows: 1) false-positive diagnosis 2) variants detection and 3) unknown malicious detection. Tested off-the-shelf anti-malware applications are selected from “Detailed Test Reports” published in AV-TEST [1].

False positive diagnosis. We examined whether off-the-shelf anti-malware applications considered the package path and name as malicious signatures. We built fake malapps containing the same path or name as the malapp called “Suicounfu”. We found that 50% of anti-malware applications detect the fake malapps as malicious. This implies that many anti-malware applications determine the package path and name as signatures.

Variants detection. We manipulated applications by repackaging. We change the package path and name to modify
the application’s code through the smali language. We also fixed the application’s identifiers for this experiment. Rastogi et al. [12] proposed these techniques. As a result, 40% of anti-malware applications could not detect the variants, even when only the package name was modified. However, MysteryChecker detected all variants in the experiment.

**Unknown malicious detection.** We generated an unknown malicious application which has four malicious activities (SMS scanning, steal Google account information, GPS tracking, malicious URL propagation) defined by the “Android Trojan Horse” from Jeremy et al. [7]. None of the off-the-shelf anti-malware applications detected the crafted malapps whereas MysteryChecker did.

In conclusion, Table I shows a comparison of the detection performance of MysteryChecker and some anti-malware applications. It can be seen that 7 out of 10 off-the-shelf anti-malware applications do not detect the variant malapps and none of the off-the-shelf anti-malware applications detects unknown malapps. MysteryChecker, on the other hand, can completely detect all the variants.

### B. Diversity Estimation

#### TABLE II

**Comparison of attestation approaches: MysteryChecker provides secure attestation because it has high diversity and provides secrecy of the attestation algorithm.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Diversity</th>
<th>Secrecy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Challenge-response</td>
<td>R = F(A, c)</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-way</td>
<td>R = F(A, c)</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MysteryChecker</td>
<td>R = F(A, c)</td>
<td>Not limited</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II compares MysteryChecker with two existing attestation approaches. \( R \) and \( F(\cdot) \) denote a produced response and a attestation function, respectively. \( F(\cdot) \) consists of attestation algorithm \( A \) of attestation function and the challenge \( c \) from the verifier. \( k \) denotes the changes of \( A \). The attestation algorithm of challenge-response and one-way attestation has limited diversity, since the attestation algorithm cannot change after distributing an application which apply the attestation algorithm. However, The diversity of attestation algorithm of MysteryChecker is not limited. Because, MysteryChecker build a new attestation module and send it to a target application when the target application needs to be verified. Consequently, secrecy of MysteryChecker is higher then other attestation method.

To get the secrecy of attestation algorithm in our proposed method, high diversity is very important. We can estimate the diversity of MysteryChecker based on transform functions.

\[
N = H^{E_1} \cdot R^{E_2} \cdot A^{E_3}(E = E_1 + E_2 + E_3) = H^{E_2} \cdot (\frac{1}{2^{l_1-27}})E_3 \cdot (2^{8\times l_2})E_2
\]

\( N \) denotes the number of possible attestation algorithm. \( H, R \) and \( A \) denote transform functions which are the number of cases of hash function, string reordering functions and random string attaching function, respectively. \( E \) denotes entire round time and \( E_1 \), \( E_2 \) and \( E_3 \) denote round time of each transform function. \( H \) is related with hash function. The number of hash functions which are used to attestation algorithm and type of hash function effect to \( H \). \( R \) is related with string length \( l_1 \). \( R \) increases according to \( l_1 \). A increased by string length \( l_2 \) which is random string to attach to an original string. To estimate the number of possible attestation algorithm, we fixed the hash function to SHA-1 and length of random string to attaching to 16 byte which same is as our test environment. In the selected environment, \( R = 2^{160} \) because SHA-1 hash value has 160 bits and \( A = 2^{128} \). As a result, estimated \( N \) is at least \( 2^{288-37} \). It is enough large number to prevent the attack by rainbow table or reply attack. If the verifier use more secure functions, it makes attackers more difficult to exploit MysteryChecker.

### C. Measuring Resource Consumption

We checked the time consumption of the attestation process and the size of the attestation module, since low time consumption and small size of attestation modules are important in the resource-constrained mobile device environment. First, we measured the average size of the attestation module for execution rounds from 1 to 2,048. To obtain more precise results, we conducted the test several 10s of times and calculated the average value. Figure 6 shows the measured attestation module size. The average size of the module is 6,084 bytes at execution round 1 and 7,210 bytes at execution round 2,048. The result shows that the increase rate of the attestation module size according to execution round is low enough to use. We estimate the transfer time of the module using the result. 3G networks currently provide data transfer speeds of up to 384kbps, so the transfer time of 7kb module is under 0.2 second. This means that the size of the attestation module is small enough to transmit in android, 3G environment.

Second, we measured the attestation execution time on the android device. We also measured the time according to execution round 1 to 2048 and fixed the hash algorithm to obtain more precise results. We use MD5 and SHA-1 for hash algorithms because these algorithms are popular. The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 7. The attestation
time increases 0.08 second to 0.35 second in case of MD5 and 0.08 second to 0.4 second in case of SHA1. We also estimate the attestation time with a Galaxy S2 which has lower computation power than the Galaxy S4. The attestation time used 0.1 second to 0.46 second on the Galaxy S2 and the time is not much higher than the attestation time on the Galaxy S4. The result shows that the attestation of MysteryChecker is light enough to use on low computation power machine.

The low time consumption when running a certain operation on a smartphone is important in actual use. The average time of whole attestation process of MysteryChecker takes 1.0 second in our experiment. It is not much slower than other attestation methods. Therefore, MysteryChecker is an efficient and high secrecy method for attestation.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

If an attacker wants to evade attestation, he may attempt to modulate the attestation process, or to tamper with a network process between the target application and the verifier. In this section, we discuss potential attacks as describe above, and explain how MysteryChecker can defeat them.

A. Systematic Attacks

Brute Force Attack. An attacker tries to collect and analyze attestation modules, so as to predict the next response. With MysteryChecker, however, the verifier can produce an infinite number of attestation modules using combinations of crypto functions, string reordering, and key extension. Therefore, it is impossible for attackers to predict the next response.

Pause-and-Resume Attack. An attacker utilizes reverse engineering tools on the target application and attempts to manipulate its attestation module in order to replace incorrect with correct responses. As shown in Figure 7, the verifier receives a response within 0.383 sec; therefore, we can set an expiration time. If the verifier does not receive a response within the expiration time, the verifier can assume that the target application has been manipulated.

Replication Repackaged Malapp. A replication malapp is a kind of strengthened repackage scheme. This type of attack stores the original application to a dummy folder. When a verifier sends a challenge and tries to attest, the replication malapp uses the original application to authenticate instead of the repackaged malapp. Then the repackaged malapp can reply with a correct response from the original application. We use unique information provided in Android smartphones to detect a replication attack. More specifically, the attestation module requires the absolute path of identifiers, paths, and values in a target application. The command that obtains the absolute path of an application can not be easily modified by the attacker. In addition, we use the “Secure.ANDROID_ID” value in a smartphone device, which represent a device unique ID for identifying application users.

B. Network Attacks

Attestation Process Forgery Attack. We assume that two types of tampering attacks can happen. First, an attacker can tamper with a link address for verifier, causing the application to download the attestation module from a fake verifier. The fake verifier prepares a bogus attestation module in advance; this leads to false attestation. However, MysteryChecker checks the integrity of the target application using two-way authentication, as in Phase 2, and thus, the user can identify whether he has download a genuine application. Second, an attacker can skip Phase 2 by using repackaging schemes. However, the attacker can not steal user personal data because the verifier will close a connection that is not approved.

Man-In-The-Middle Attack. An attacker can try to intercept the attestation module sent to the target application from verifier and reverse the attestation module to get the proper key to deceive the verifier. If the attacker knows that which information are used and which transforming functions are included in the attestation module, the attacker can generate a proper key for deceiving the verifier. To prevent Man-In-The-Middle attack, MysteryChecker checks the time difference of the response arrival time from the attestation module sent time. In our work, we determined that 2 seconds was a proper time. We can divide attestation process into sending the module, attestation and receiving the response. Sending the module and receiving the response times are affected by network delay. However, the size of an attestation module is less than than 7kb. Therefore, the transfer time of the attestation module should not exceed 0.2 seconds, and the response time should not be more than 0.5 seconds, particularly since the response
can be transmitted in a single packet. For overall attestation time, we compare with other software-based attestation. The SBAP [9], which is one of the software-based attestation approaches, take about 1.7 seconds for attestation. In our experiment, MysteryChecker’s average attestation time is 0.4 seconds. As a result, we can decide to set the maximum proper time to 2 seconds. If an attacker wants to deceive the MysteryChecker, the attacker should intercept and reverse the module and send the response in 2 seconds. It is a difficult problem, since the attacker does not have the benefit of knowledge about the module, and the number of possible modules is large enough to be unpredictable.

VI. RELATED WORK

In terms of mobile anti-malware, Cha et al. [3] proposed SplitScreen, which has two-phase scanning. Its FFBB (feed-forward Bloom filter) and a small set of files and signatures enables fast, memory efficient malware detection, and reduces the amount of signatures (storage). However, since this mechanism is signature-based, it struggles to detect unknown malicious applications, especially repackaged apps. Yan et al. [19] presented three ways to defend against mobile malware. They suggest monitoring power consumption, increasing platform diversity, and enforcing hardware sandboxes are methods of detecting mobile malware. However, our evaluation is that those three proposed methods lead to ambiguous results and high false-positive rates.

For the Attestation method, Shi et al. [16] proposed BIND (Binding Instructions aNd Data), a fine-grained attestation method that ties the proof of what code has executed to the data the code has produced. By attesting to the critical code immediately before it executes, they try to narrow the gap between time-of use and time-of-attestation discrepancy. Seshadri et al. [14] proposed SWATT (SoftWare-based ATTestation technique), a challenge-response method of attestation. In embedded devices or sensor devices, they constructed verification procedures that computes a checksum over memory. Then attacker can’t tamper with the content of that memory easily. Moreover, they use a randomized access pattern to make alteration more difficult.

To defend against repackaging, DroidChameleon from Rastogi et al. [12] is a systematic framework with various transformation techniques. They tested the effectiveness of ten anti-malware products on Android and all the studied anti-malware products were vulnerable to transformations. This paper briefly suggests two defense methods, one is semantics-based malware detection and the other is support from the platform. Both defense mechanisms are hard to implement and still quite challenging (the author of this paper readily admitted these difficulties).

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose a novel software-based attestation approach to detect repackaged malapps, called MysteryChecker, which leverages unpredictable attestation algorithms. It satisfies the necessary requirements to be a viable attestation approach. MysteryChecker detects code changes to a target application using an application digest. Since the attestation module is randomly generated in the verifier, attackers cannot predict correct responses. Experimental results show that MysteryChecker detects all the known and unknown variants of repackaged malapps promptly, whereas existing anti-malware applications detect only few variants.
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